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ABSTRACT— 

 Decentralized Crowdfunding using Blockchain is an innovative approach to revolutionize the traditional crowdfunding model by leveraging the security, 

transparency, and efficiency of blockchain technology. In this system, fundraising campaigns are facilitated through smart contracts on a decentralized blockchain 

platform. Participants can contribute to projects using cryptocurrency, and every transaction is recorded immutably on the blockchain, ensuring transparency and 

accountability. Smart contracts, programmed self-executing agreements, automate the fundraising process, enabling transparent and trustless execution of 

contributions and rewards distribution. The decentralized nature of the blockchain eliminates the need for intermediaries, reducing fees and increasing the speed of 

transactions. Additionally, the use of blockchain enhances the security of financial transactions, mitigating the risks of fraud and ensuring that funds are used as 

intended.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Decentralized Crowdfunding with Blockchain presents a paradigm shift in fundraising practices by leveraging blockchain technology's revolutionary 

powers. Traditional crowdfunding systems frequently face challenges of trust, transparency, and hefty intermediary costs. In response, decentralized 

crowdfunding uses blockchain's inherent capabilities to establish a secure, transparent, and efficient fundraising ecosystem. 

At its core, this unique solution automates and enforces fundraising campaign terms using smart contracts, which are self-executing code on a blockchain. 

Contributions in cryptocurrency are recorded on an immutable ledger, assuring the transparency and traceability of each transaction. By eliminating 

intermediaries and using decentralized networks, the concept lowers costs while increasing transaction speed and efficiency. Furthermore, the blockchain's 

decentralized structure fosters trust by creating a tamper-resistant and verifiable record of each crowdfunding campaign. 

Decentralized Crowdfunding with Blockchain not only overcomes the problems of existing models, but it also offers up new avenues for global, inclusive 

fundraising, making it more accessible to a wider audience. This introduction sets the stage for understanding how blockchain technology is transforming 

crowdfunding by providing a secure, transparent, and decentralized alternative to traditional fundraising techniques. 

Decentralized crowdfunding is transforming fundraising by utilizing blockchain technology. Unlike traditional platforms that employ middlemen, it 

establishes a peer-to-peer network. Imagine a secure public ledger that tracks every transaction; that is blockchain. Here, smart contracts, or self-executing 

code, automate the movement of payments. These contracts allow project developers to define fundraising goals and terms. Investors donate 

cryptocurrencies directly, and funds are distributed only once certain milestones are fulfilled, increasing confidence and transparency. This 

disintermediation technique lowers fees and expands a worldwide pool of possible investors, democratizing access to cash for creators and fostering a 

more secure, efficient fundraising environment. 

LITERATURE SURVEY   

1.Crowdfunding the Insurance of a Cyber-Product Using Blockchain.: 

Organisations are interested in transferring their cyber-risks to insurers in order to reduce the expense of cyberthreats. However, cyber-insurance has not 

been widely embraced due to a number of challenges. The lack of trustworthy data to estimate cyber hazards complicates insurance premium calculation. 

Second, there are legal and regulatory barriers to analyzing an organization's security posture, which deters insurers from auditing. On the other hand, 

blockchain technology has gained widespread popularity because to its capacity to give transparency and security. Blockchain uses a distributed ledger 

to maintain transaction histories, which are saved across a network of computers rather than on a single server.In order to improve the use of cyber-

insurance, we present a novel framework for insuring a cyber-product utilizing blockchain technology.First, a vendor submits a request to insure a cyber-
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product, and then interested insurers participate in a sealed-bid auction by bidding on their chosen insurance premium. The auction winners will be chosen 

as the insurers, and they will get tokens in exchange for their commitments. In the case of an indemnity request, the auditor validates the request before 

calling the claim function to recover the appropriate amount from the cash collected from the insurers. Furthermore, we suggest a new way for 

implementing a sealed-bid auction for insurance crowdfunding via smart contracts.  

 

2.Crowdfunding Platform Using Blockchain Technology: 

Crowdfunding is an online fundraising platform that allows anyone to donate small amounts to support businesses or medical situations. Blockchain was 

initially utilized for cryptocurrency, but is now a widely used technology in other businesses. Blockchain technology is expected to be widely adopted 

for efficient online transactions in the future. Current crowdfunding methods lack control over the monies donated by third-party middlemen and donors.  

This study provides a blockchain-based crowdfunding network that uses Ethereum smart contracts for privacy, security, and decentralization. Our main 

goal is to enable global contributors to contribute to campaigns using Ethereum and smart contracts, while also allowing campaign creators and 

contributors to reserve financing for projects or campaigns.  

3.Crowdfunding Platform using Smart Contract: 

This study explores the use of blockchain technology to create a crowdfunding platform. The essay begins by discussing the present state of crowdfunding 

and the flaws of traditional platforms, such as transparency, security, and centralization. The article introduces blockchain technology through smart 

contracts, emphasizing its decentralized nature and ability to provide transparent transaction records. It also discusses its potential to address problems. 

This article explores the architecture and functionality of a blockchain-based crowdfunding platform as a case study. The platform provides secure and 

transparent fundraising, money tracking, and incentive fulfillment. The study explores the benefits and challenges of launching such a platform, including 

user acceptance and regulatory issues. The purpose is to employ Ethereum, specifically smart contract technologies, to facilitate global participation in 

fundraising campaigns. 

4.Decentralized Crowdfunding Platform Using Ethereum Blockchain Technology : 

Blockchain-based systems are increasingly popular in different industries due to their safe, trusted, and decentralized network, as well as their efficiency 

over older techniques. Traditional methods face complicated and insecure networks, posing significant hurdles. Blockchain network integration addresses 

challenges in traditional approaches across industries. The Blockchain network offers benefits including greater security, transparency, efficiency, and 

reduced fraud. Blockchain-based solutions offer numerous benefits, but implementation rates remain low due to a lack of information about the 

technology. This article distinguishes between traditional crowdfunding platforms and blockchain-based platforms, and discusses the advantages of 

deploying blockchain networks in various industries. 

5.Blockchain-based Distributed Secure Crowdfunding and Decision Making Platform for Large-scale Business Projects in Public and Private 

Sectors : 

Business initiatives are a critical component of any country's economy. Many people have amazing business ideas but lack the funds to launch them. 

Obtaining a loan may be challenging for a new business owner. However, a big number of people may seek investment opportunities. However, they 

may not have enough money to invest in business on their own. Group investing may cause more friction during conversations. Furthermore, the issue of 

trust will escalate. Our research suggests a blockchain-based crowdsourcing and decision-making platform for large-scale initiatives in the public and 

private sectors. A business owner may submit a plan and invite investors based on their agreement. Investors can contribute to project decision-making 

by voting on certain activities. This platform addresses the trust issues and problems associated with traditional investing procedures for large-scale 

commercial enterprises. Agreements and votes are permanently recorded in a distributed ledger, and decisions are made without the need for human 

intervention, making the system more dependable and secure. 

6.Venturing Crowdfunding using Smart Contracts in Blockchain : 

This paper proposes the blockchain based crowd funding by using which the platform can give a private, secure and decentralized path for crowdfunding. 

The main objective ofthis paper is to let investors contribute to any project effectively by creating smart contracts through which the contributors can 

have a control over the invested money and also both the project creators and investors can effectively make and reserve funding 

for the project  

7.IoT-Crowdfunding Platform Using Blockchain Technology: 

The goal is to tackle these issues by integrating Ethereum smart contracts into the crowdfunding site, allowing the contracts to be fully automated and 

preventing fraud while also fostering a healthy relationship between the fundraisers, platform, and contributors. 

8.Crowdfunding using Ethereum Blockchain : 

We have provided interactive forms for campaign creation, contribution and request approval through which both campaign creators and contributors can 

easily create  and pool the campaigns. 

9.Crowdfunding Platform using Smart Contracts: 
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In this paper, the architecture and functionality of a crowdfunding platform built on a blockchain network are examined as a case study. The platform 

enables safe and transparent fundraising, money tracking, and incentive delivery. 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The implementation methodology for Decentralized Crowdfunding using Blockchain involves a comprehensive approach to seamlessly integrate 

blockchain technology into the crowdfunding process. Initially, the project defines its objectives and scope, selecting a blockchain platform that aligns 

with the desired features and scalability requirements. Smart contracts, serving as the backbone of the decentralized system, are meticulously designed 

and developed to govern the fundraising lifecycle, specifying contribution rules, reward distribution, and campaign completion criteria while prioritizing 

security measures. 

A. APPLICATION 

The application of Decentralized Crowdfunding using Blockchain presents a transformative approach to the traditional fundraising landscape, leveraging 

the inherent benefits of blockchain technology. By employing smart contracts on a decentralized blockchain platform, this model fundamentally alters 

how campaigns are initiated, funded, and managed. The system facilitates direct, peer-to-peer transactions in cryptocurrency, eliminating the need for 

intermediaries and reducing transaction costs. This decentralized nature not only ensures transparency but also enhances the security of financial 

transactions, mitigating the risks of fraud and ensuring that funds are utilized as intended. 

B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

C. ALGORITHM 

SHA Algorithm : 

The SHA algorithm, which stands for Secure Hash Algorithm, is a cryptographic hash function used in various security applications. It generates a fixed-

size hash value from input data, making it useful for verifying data integrity and creating digital signatures.The SHA algorithm, or Secure Hash Algorithm, 

is a widely used cryptographic hash function. It takes an input message and produces a fixed-size hash value, typically represented as a string of numbers 

and letters. The main purpose of SHA is to ensure data integrity and security. It’s commonly used in digital signatures, password storage, and data 

verification.  

Conclusion And Feature Scope 

 The Blockchain-powered Crowdfunding Platform is operational and secure to use. Traditional crowdfunding systems are prone to fraud and unreliability. 

A strong solution can be implemented to address long-standing concerns, making it a preventive problem. The goal of creating a transparent, anti-

fraudulent, and decentralized platform was successfully achieved. The project aimed to improve crowdfunding transparency and confidence, enabling 

individuals to donate to great causes without fear of scams. 

The future of Decentralized Crowdfunding using Blockchain is primed for rapid growth and dramatic innovation. As technology advances, one of the 

important trends is the tokenization of assets. Blockchain's capacity to represent real-world assets as tokens has the potential to revolutionize crowdfunding 

by providing backers with tokenized equity, real estate, and a variety of other assets, extending the range of investment alternatives. This shift to a more 

diversified and adaptable asset-backed crowdfunding approach has the potential to transform project finance. 
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